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Advancing the Security of LDACS
Nils Mäurer, Thomas Gräupl, Corinna Schmitt, Gabi Dreo Rodosek and Helmut Reiser

Abstract—The ”Single European Sky” air traffic management
master plan foresees the introduction of several modern digital
data links for aeronautical communications. The candidate for
long-range continental communications is the L-band Digital
Aeronautical Communications System (LDACS). LDACS is a
cellular, ground-based digital communications system for flight
guidance and communications related to safety and regularity
of flight. Hence, the aeronautical standards, imposed by the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), for cyberse-
curity of the link and network layer, apply. In previous works,
threat- and risk analyses of LDACS were conducted, a draft
for an LDACS cybersecurity architecture introduced, algorithms
proposed, and the security of a Mutual Authentication and Key
Establishment (MAKE) procedure of LDACS formally verified.
However, options for cipher-suites and certificate management for
LDACS were missing. Also, previous works hardly discussed the
topic of post-quantum security for LDACS. This paper proposes
a cell-attachment procedure, which establishes a secure LDACS
communication channel between an aircraft and corresponding
ground-station upon cell-entry of the aircraft. Via the design of
a hybrid LDACS Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), the choice
of a pre- or post-quantum Security Level (SL) is up to the
communications participants. With that, this work introduces a
full LDACS cell-attachment protocol based on a PKI, certificates,
certificate revocation and cipher-suites including pre- and post-
quantum options. Evaluations in the symbolic model show
the procedure to fulfill LDACS security requirements and a
communications performance evaluation demonstrates feasibility,
matching requirements imposed by regulatory documents.

Index Terms—Cybersecurity, Authentication, Key Establish-
ment, LDACS, Post-Quantum Cryptography, Tamarin, FACTS2,
Communications Performance

I. INTRODUCTION

MODERN aircraft are connected to Air Traffic Control
(ATC) and Aeronautical Operational Control (AOC)

via voice and data communications in all phases of flight
[1]. These communications between pilot, air traffic controller,
airline and more stakeholders is generally referred to as Air
Traffic Management (ATM). Most voice communications to-
day is handled by High Frequency (HF), Very High Frequency
(VHF) and satellite, while data communications mostly rely
on narrow-band customized VHF or satellite based solutions.
As segregation of data communications networks for the
transmission of data relating to the safety and regularity of
flight and for passenger communications, is mandated, an
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aircrew today must rely on narrow-band services, while the
passengers have access to broadband communications. [1]

Increasing saturation of the VHF band around the world,
especially in Europe [1], data links lacking digitalization,
bandwidth and cybersecurity [2], are all obstacles for civil air
traffic growth. While European air traffic was reduced by 55%
due to COVID-19 [3], EUROCONTROL estimates European
air traffic to recover by 2024 from 74% to 105%, compared to
the air traffic level of 2019 [3]. Data traffic is even estimated
to rise above previous levels, since many airlines used the
COVID-19 pandemic to replace old aircraft with new ones,
that produce more data [3]. Hence, previous shortcomings
of the ATM remain and continue to hinder growth. The
introduction of several modern digital data links for ATM
communications is one pillar to overcome these restrictions
[4]. The candidate for long-range terrestrial communications
is the L-band Digital Aeronautical Communications System
(LDACS). LDACS is a cellular, ground-based digital com-
munications system for flight guidance and communications
related to the safety and regularity of flight [4], [5]. Interna-
tionally, LDACS is reflected in the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO) “Global Air Navigation Plan - GANP”,
and is currently under standardization [6].

LDACS will be one of several link layer technologies
transporting data in ICAO’s Aeronautical Telecommunications
Network (ATN)/IP-Protocol Suite (IPS) [7]. Hence relevant
aeronautical standards for cybersecurity of the link layer, the
network infrastructure, and relevant applications enabled by
LDACS apply. Those are ICAO Doc 9896 [7], Radio Technical
Commission for Aeronautics DO-379 [8] and ARINC 858 [9].
These documents define access control, options to protect user
data in transit on link layer, and protection of the control
plane of the radio access technology, as a requirement for
incorporation into the ATN/IPS network. In previous works,
threat- and risk analysis of LDACS were conducted [10],
a draft for an LDACS cybersecurity architecture introduced
[11], [12], algorithms were proposed [13], and the security
of a Mutual Authentication and Key Establishment (MAKE)
procedure of LDACS formally verified [12]. Thereby, the
low data rates of aeronautical systems, which originate from
limited dedicated spectrum for civil aviation, is considered.
Hence, the rationale for the cell-attachment procedure is to
reduce the overall amount of LDACS data security overhead
[11], [13].

Previous works [11], [13] were missing options for cipher
suites for LDACS, negotiation of security algorithms, LDACS
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) based certificates and the
possibility to check for the validity of LDACS certificates.
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Furthermore, options to switch between pre- and post-
quantum security algorithms were not investigated. Post-
quantum security is especially important as safety-of-life aero-
nautical communications are many decades in service and
updating the underlying aeronautical standards is a lengthy
process, often taking years. Additionally, these changes need
to pass ICAO-imposed safety exercises to prove that necessary
security updates do not impact the safety or regularity of
flight. Commercial cellular networks today, like 3G, 4G or
5G, on the other hand, receive frequent standards updates by
3GPP, are usually shorter in service and have lower reliability,
availability and safety requirements due to their specific design
for a non-safety-related use-case. Mainly due to the longevity
of aeronautical communications, efficient quantum computers
might be available during the life-cycle of LDACS, posing
a serious risk for the underlying cryptography [14], [15]. As
such, investigating post-quantum options for LDACS prior to
the initial release of the LDACS manual is a necessity to
ensure long-term LDACS safety and security. Previous MAKE
procedures did not take these requirements into account, hence
a remodelled, more efficient cell-attachment procedure, as well
as security and performance evaluations are missing.

The objective of this paper is to propose a cell-attachment
procedure with flexible underlying cryptographic measures,
establishing a secure LDACS communication channel be-
tween an aircraft and corresponding ground-station upon cell-
entry of that aircraft. This paper is an extension of [16].
Section II includes relevant technical background about
LDACS and is completed with related work presented
in Section III. Section IV sets the design goals of the
envisioned protocols leading to the protocol specification
(cf. Section V). Section VI provides a proof of the security
properties of the cell-attachment procedure, as well as a
performance evaluation. In Section VII implications from the
evaluations, as well as further optimizations are discussed,
before concluding the paper in Section VIII. 1

II. BACKGROUND ON LDACS

LDACS is a ground-based digital bidirectional communica-
tions system for flight guidance and communications related
to the safety and regularity of flight [4]. It has been developed
in Europe and is currently under standardization in ICAO [6],
[17]. It covers current Air Traffic Services (ATS), AOC data
and also foresees future applications. A single LDACS cell
can serve up to 512 Aircraft Station (AS) that communicate
to an LDACS Ground Station (GS) in the Reverse Link
(RL). The GS communicates to the AS in the Forward Link
(FL). LDACS offers dynamic Coding and Modulation Scheme
(CMS) depending on channel quality and enables 230.53 to

1Part of this work was published at the 1st IEEE Workshop on Secure and
Reliable Communication and Navigation in the Aerospace Domain (SRCNAS)
in conjunction with IEEE Euro S&P 2021 [16]. This paper extends the
previous work with the analysis of the LTE security design (Section III-C),
an update of the LDACS PKI with a hybrid selection between pre- and
post-quantum based certificates (Section IV), an update of the LDACS cell-
attachment procedure (Section V-C), a detailed evaluation of the performance
of the proposed cell-attachment procedure in extensive simulations (Sec-
tion VI-B) and a discussion of these findings (Section VII).
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Fig. 1: LDACS CellEntry and network overview. Blue text
refers to air gap specific LDACS control data (i.e., CellEntry),
orange to ground specific LDACS control data (i.e., handover
data between different GS) and black to user data.

1428.27 kbps in the FL and 235.30 to 1390.40 kbps in the RL
per LDACS cell, which is up to 90 times the net capacity than
the currently used terrestrial links like the VHF data link mode
2 system [15], [17]. In addition to offering high data rates,
LDACS introduces message priorities into this domain. Hence,
more important messages, such as ATS data, can be scheduled
with a higher priority, reaching its destination faster than low
prioritized messages. This feature is very important for the
introduced cell-attachment procedure, described in Section V.
As the LDACS protocol highly relies on its logical channels,
these are briefly introduced here: [18]

As depicted in Figure 1, user data travels from the ATN via
the Access-Router (AC-R) into the LDACS ground network.
When this traffic is routed via the ATN/IPS, it is protected by
Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) on transport and
by Internet Protocol Security (IPSec) on IP layer [9]. To follow
the security in depth strategy envisioned by the ATN/IPS [9],
data link security is added when data is transmitted over the
air-gap, which is exactly where this work on LDACS security
comes in. Within the LDACS ground network, there are the
Ground Station Controller (GSC), which is responsible for
handling LDACS related inter-GS control communications,
and the LDACS access network, which connects GSC and
AC-R to the last entity in the ground segment, the GS. Once
that setup is complete, the GS starts sending a continuous
stream of data in the FL, starting with the Broadcast Chan-
nel (BCCH), where the GS announces the existence of that
LDACS cell via the “System Identification Broadcast (SIB)”,
the Common Control Channel (CCCH), where resources for
sending user data are allocated to AS, and the FL Data Channel
(DCH), where actual user data is transmitted. Every AS sends
data in short bursts using resources allocated by the GS. The
RL consists of the Random Access Channel (RACH), where
the AS request access to an LDACS cell, the Dedicated Control
Channel (DCCH) channel, where AS request resources that
allow them to send user data on the RL DCH. Prior to being
able to transmit user data, the AS has to undergo the CellEntry
procedure. It begins with the AS becoming aware of the GS
via reception of the system identification broadcast, then the
actual request for cell access in the cell entry request and
the GS replying with the cell entry response, which carries
important parameters such as the LDACS specific address for
that AS.
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III. RELATED WORK

To understand the current state of link layer security in
aeronautics, the security architectures of two aeronautical
systems are discussed briefly in the following: Aeronautical
Mobile Airport Communications System (AeroMACS) and
ACARS Message Security (AMS).2 Lastly, since LDACS is
based in its design on LTE, security details of LTE are also
shortly reviewed before closing with pointing out related work
on network and service management.

TABLE I: AMS Security Algorithms [21]

Feature Implementation
Signature Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)

with (1) SHA-256 (256 b) or (2) SHA-1 (160 b)
Key
Establishment

Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) unified static
model per ANSI X9.63

Key Derivation Key Derivation Function (KDF) per ANSI X9.63
with SHA-256 as underlying hash-function

Message
Authentication
Code (MAC)

Hash-based Message Authentication Code (HMAC)
with SHA-256 truncated to 128, 64, 32 most
significant bits

Confidentiality Either NULL encryption algorithm or AES-128-
CFB128

A. ACARS Message Security

AMS offers two secure session establishment protocols:
(1) public/private keys [21] based and (2) pre-shared secret
key based [22].

As LDACS is very likely to have its own PKI as part of
the ATN/IPS, this analysis focuses on the first AMS secure
session establishment protocol. In Table I the realized security
implementations for different AMS security features are listed.
Proposed protocols in [21], [22] are prone to attacks, as
demonstrated by Blanchet et. al [23]. In this work, a key
compromise impersonation attack was identified if the long-
term key of an aircraft is compromised, due to session keys
being derived taking the long-term keys as input. One possible
solution is using ephemeral public/private Diffie-Hellman key
pairs for that purpose.

Another issue are the limited cipher suites: (1) key es-
tablishment only foresees the ECDH unified static model,
hence static keys from which session keys are derived;
(2) it is allowed that user data is sent without confidentiality. If
encryption is desired AES128-CFB128 is the only option; (3)
it is allowed that user data is sent without message integrity
and data origin-authenticity. If integrity and authenticity are
desired, a HMAC-256 generated MAC, truncated to 32 b
is the only option . Finally certificate revocation is handled
poorly: while the GS requests signed Certificate Revocation
List (CRL) records to check the validity of the aircraft’s
certificate, the AS never receives proof of the validity of
the GS certificate. Smith et al. [24], found some Aircraft
Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS)
messages to use proprietary, weak ciphers, that the authors

2Note, we chose AMS over Controller–Pilot Data Link Communications
(CPDLC) security, since CPDLC can use the Secure Dialogue service de-
scribed in ICAO Doc 9705 and Doc 9880 [19], but only offers a weak
procedural and no cryptographic authentication procedure itself [20].

TABLE II: AeroMACS Security Algorithms [25]

Feature Implementation
Signature RSA signature algorithm [27] with SHA-1 [28]
Key
Establishment

GS chosen pre-PAK encapsulation via RSA and
public key of AS → AK key derivation via
Dot16KDF based on EAP or RSA or both →
KEKs and H/CMAC keys are derived from AK
→ TEK is generated by the GS and transmitted
encrypted via AES and the KEK: Hence the TEK
results from AES key wrap with 128-bit key.

Key Derivation Dot16KDF
MAC AES-128-CCM
Confidentiality AES-128-CCM

could mostly decipher. However, these ciphers are not equiv-
alent to AMS and the authors noticed no use of AMS during
their study. One possible reason for the additional existence of
proprietary ciphers in ACARS and the limited use of AMS is
cost, as the aircraft operator is usually charged extra for AMS.
To save that cost and create the feeling of a secure ACARS
system, the additional proprietary ciphers were introduced
[24].

The cryptographic shortcomings of AMS, as well as the
deployment issues of AMS should be taken as a lesson
for LDACS. First, the security solution must address and
overcome the aforementioned weaknesses and second, security
must be an official part of the LDACS standard which ensures
that LDACS is deployed with sound security as required by
the standard.

B. AeroMACS

AeroMACS Minimum Operational Performance Standards
(MOPS) [25] mainly refer to the IEEE 802.16-2009 standard
[26] for the implementation of security:

The key management protocol of AeroMACS relies either
on Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) [29], a PKI with
X.509 digital certificates [30] or a sequence of RSA authen-
tication first, followed by EAP. The used key management
protocol by AeroMACS is PKMv2 [25]. Here, the focus is
on the certificate-based part. Every AS carries a unique X.509
v3 certificate issued by the AS manufacturer binding the AS
MAC address to the RSA encryption key.

AeroMACS uses Security Association (SA), which are sets
of security information a GS and one or more AS share to
support secure communications across a network. The primary
SA is obligatory and set up during the initial connection
establishment between AS and GS during the authorization
process. For that purpose, AeroMACS relies on PKMv02,
which has two phases:

Phase 1 – Authentication and Authorization
First, the AS presents the certificate of its Certificate Authority
(CA). In a second message, a 64 b random value, its certificate,
a Security Association ID (SAID) and an RSA signature
over all fields are sent [26], [31]. The GS replies with the
third message, including the previous and a new random
value, the pre-Primary Authorization Key (PAK) encrypted
with the public key of the AS, the lifetime and sequence
number of the PAK, its certificate and an RSA-based signature
over all attributes in the message. At this point, AS and GS
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are mutually authenticated and use the Dot16KDF to derive
the PAK. Optionally, the EAP procedure may follow, before
the authorization key is derived via Dot16KDF, PAK and
previously exchanged input parameters.

Phase 2 – PKMv2 SA TEK 3-way handshake
Cryptographic capabilities are exchanged between AS and
GS: a cipher-suite is agreed upon and keys for either Cipher-
based MAC (CMAC) or HMAC via Dot16KDF and the AK,
the Key Encryption Key (KEK), are negotiated. The latter
is used by the GS to encrypt the Traffic Encryption Key
(TEK)used for user data protection. All three PKMv2 SA TEK
3-way messages are protected by either a CMAC or HMAC
generated MACs. Table II includes the used implementations
for the different features offered by the AeroMACS security
algorithm.

Since both AeroMACS and LDACS are both Future Com-
munications Infrastructure (FCI) technologies, the LDACS
PKI is envisioned to be aligned with AeroMACS’s. As such,
the realization and deployment of AeroMACS PKI shall be
discussed shortly here: three different PKI interoperability
models, (1) cross-certification, (2) bridge-CA, (3) single root
CA were considered and the single root CA architecture
chosen [32], [33]. DigiCert, Inc. was selected as AeroMACS
root CA host, while COMODO CA, Inc. was chosen for sub-
CA, ground device, server and aircraft certificate provider
and with Eonti, Inc. managing AeroMACS PKI certificates
services on behalf of the WiMAX forum members [32],
[33]. These companies need therefore to be trusted by all
AeroMACS users.

Summarizing, AeroMACS foresees no ephemeral keys, it
only supports one cipher suite option and has no immediate
proof, if the used certificates are still valid. LDACS security
needs to address these weaknesses and also tackle the issue
of establishing worldwide trust in the LDACS PKI.

C. 3GPP Long Term Evolution

In LTE a long-term master-key K is shared between User
Equipment (UE) and home subscriber service, more specifi-
cally within the authentication center [34]. Hence, other than
the security of AMS or the certificate-based authentication
procedure of AeroMACS, the entire security between mobile
endpoint and LTE network relies on the secrecy of the long-
term master-key K. LTE security relies on three layers:

1) LTE Security Authentication Procedure - Here, mutual
authentication of user equipment and network and the
agreement on a mutually shared secret key takes place.

2) Non Access Stratum Security - Here, a secure connec-
tion between user and network is established to securely
(integrity and confidentiality) deliver control data that
travels over LTE radio links at NAS level between the
UE and the Mobility Management Entity (MME) in the
core network.

3) Access Stratum Security - This term refers to securing
(integrity and confidentiality) signalling/control data and
user data (confidentiality) between the user and the LTE
base station.

When an UE comes into the vicinity of an LTE cell, the
initial attachment procedure takes place [35]. Within that
procedure, the establishment of a secure connection between
UE and LTE network takes place during the Authentication/Se-
curity step. Essentially, this procedure consists of three steps:
(1) the UE presenting its ID of the core network, (2) the core
network sending a challenge consisting of an authentication
token, a random number and and a key identifier to the UE
and (3) the UE providing a response to the core network. That
way, UE and the core network have proven to each other to
be in possession of the long-term key K and, via using K,
having agreed on an intermediary key called KASME . Further
keys are derived from KASME , used for ensuring NAS and
finally AS security.

Known weaknesses of LTE are identity spoofing [36] or,
literally, breaking LTE communications on layer 2 [37] forcing
the UE to deliver different user-data than requested. A valuable
lesson for the security of LDACS from LTE is to also provide
protection mechanisms to its control channel plane and to use
IDs that are cryptographically linked to a certificate, hence
hardening against identity spoofing attacks.

D. Network and Service Management

One useful idea for enhancing the security of the LDACS
ground network monitoring the network security compliance
as laid out by Lorenz et al. [38]. Since aeronautical user-data
flows from air traffic controllers via the AC-R as depicted
in Figure 1 into the LDACS ground network via a multitude
of hops, the concept of a stateless firewall rule set can help
in decreasing overall ground latency times. Depending on the
actual realization of the ground network infrastructure in hard-
or software, malicious end host (AS, ground) detection in a
Software Defined Network (SDN) such as proposed by Varad-
harajan et al. [39] can further increase ground security. On
the same note, in case SDN are an option for certain network
parts, the secure placement of a the SDN controller such as
proposed by Yang et al. [40] again improves security. Since
industrial control, Internet of Things (IoT), and aeronautical
communications share the commonalities, that they all are
restricted in network and bandwidth resources, ideas from the
work by Upadhyay et al. [41] on industrial control system
security can also be found throughout this work.

IV. DESIGN GOALS

The LDACS cell-attachment security design matches re-
quirements established in previous work [10], [12], [16] and
standard protocols and well-established approaches for embed-
ding cryptography are re-used wherever possible.

Previous security analysis of LDACS identified require-
ments of the cell-attachment procedure [11]–[13]: Mu-
tual Authentication, Perfect Forward Secrecy and Secure Key
Establishment. This requires the key establishment method
to be based on ephemeral keys, or at least on both parties
contributing to the final shared secrets. Also, the inputs need
to be freshly chosen for every protocol run. LDACS can be
used for multiple purposes and depending on its use, different
Security Level (SL) are desired. This requires multiple options
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TABLE III: Deviating LDACS AS specific certificate content

Field Value
Validity
Period

notBefore: set by Issuing CA, time of certificate creation
notAfter: set by Issuing CA, notBefore + 3 year

Subject
Distin-
guished
Name

ID = <UA>
C = <COUNTRY>
O = <PKI Operating Organization>
OU = < "ICAO airline three-letter

designator" >
CN = < "air device subject CN" >

for cipher suites, authentication and key establishment. Addi-
tionally, validity of certificates based on a mutually trusted
entity, such as a CA, has to be proven during the cell-
attachment procedure. As explained in Section II, the LDACS
data plane is split into user- and control-data. The user-
data data plane must provide integrity and message origin-
authentication and can optionally provide confidentiality [7],
[10]. To protect the control plane of LDACS, specifically the
CCCH, where resource allocations take place, a concept for
Group Key Management (GKM) was introduced [42].

To ensure robustness, mechanisms of existing protocols are
re-used to integrate security into the LDACS cell-attachment
process. That way, the protocol depicted in Section V will
bear some similarities to the SIGMA [43], the Internet Key
Exchange version 2 (IKEv2) [44] and the elliptic curve 3-pass
Station-to-Station (STS) protocol [45].

Different LDACS SLs require multiple cipher-suites and
also the option to incorporate post-quantum options. One
reason for defining post-quantum SLs, is the lifetime of digital
aeronautical communications systems, with legacy systems,
such as VHF Digital Link Mode 2 (VDLm2) existing since
the 1990s [15]. First, at pre-quantum SLs, LDACS needs to
provide options for different Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange
(DHKE) together with public DHKE parameter. Following the
work done in [13] ECDH is preferable, due to small overall
key sizes in elliptic curves. Quantum-resistant candidates for
higher SLs, such as Supersingular Isogeny Key Encapsulation
(SIKE) [46], on the other hand provide a key encapsulation
mechanism only, hence a separate, fresh input from the other
party is necessary. Secondly, different SLs must be reflected
in the used cryptography of the accepted certificate, hence the
certificate type and version must be communicated, as well as
the signature- and hash-algorithm.

To ensure interoperability between different SLs, a hy-
brid, pre- and post-quantum combined LDACS PKI is
assumed. This allows one communication partner to choose,
e.g., LDACS SL 2 pre-quantum, and all cryptographic prim-
itives further used in the security chain reflect that choice.
Following the ideas of Bindel et al. [47], it is suggested to
use multiple certificates reflecting all SLs in the proposed
advanced security strategy of LDACS. This also means, that
the LDACS PKI has to support four different chains of
trust, depending on the SL and each entity within the PKI,
(i.e., CA, sub-CA or end-entity) has stored four different
certificates, one for each SL. Thirdly, using the idea of Authen-
ticated Encryption with Associated Data (AEAD), introduced
in TLS 1.3 [48], respective algorithms protecting user data
must be agreed upon, as well as underlying hash-algorithms

required by AEAD.
Certificate revocations can be tracked by an entity within

a PKI via a CRL [30] or the Online Certificate Status Pro-
tocol (OCSP) [49]. Here, OCSP is chosen over CRL due
to three reasons: (i) bandwidth limitations on the air gap
are a major concern for LDACS and OCSP requires less
network bandwidth, (ii) the ground-connection from a GS to a
Certificate Distribution Center (CDS) has several magnitudes
more throughput than the wireless LDACS connection, hence
regular updates enable near real-time status checks via OCSP,
and (iii) since AS and GS both rely on trust derived from a CA
higher up in their chain of trust, they both trust a CA signed
OCSP message, guaranteeing the validity of a certificate of a
communication partner at a certain point in time. Please note:
Due to the hybrid pre-/post-quantum security scheme, OCSP
responses have to be available for all SLs, as well.

V. SECURE LDACS CELL-ATTACHMENT: PROTOCOL

Here the secure LDACS cell-attachment procedure is intro-
duced and described in detail.

A. Certificates and Certificate Handling

Following the recommendations for network nodes in the
ATN/IPS from ICAO Doc 9896 [7], RTCA DO-379 [8] and
ARINC P-858 [9], the content of LDACS GS certificates is
set as depicted in Table IV with the differences in AS and GS
certificate depicted in Table III.

Two strategies are combined to save the bandwidth for
transmitting certificate data during flight: (1) end-entity cer-
tificates, together with the certificate chain up to its root of
trust shall be stored securely in local storage [7] and (2) all
relevant GS certificates, identified by the intended use of the
aircraft or flight plan, shall be installed prior to flight, during
maintenance. Please note, for every SL an end-entity supports,
the respective certificate of this SL must be installed along
with the matching certificate chain-of-trust.

LDACS AS and GS are part of the same LDACS PKI,
hence they share a trusted CA. As an end-entity certificate
compromise is more likely, compared to a sub-CA takeover,
due to the CAs being better protected and using stronger
cryptography than end-nodes, it is assumed that CAs in the
chain of trust remain trustworthy during the time of flight.
Hence, a trusted CA signed OCSP response of the validity of
one end-entity certificate, is assumed to be trustworthy during
flight. ICAO Doc 9896 [7] defines validity check update rates
for offline CAs every 45 days and for online CAs every 48h.
The update rates for validity checks of respective end-entity
certificates are defined at every new LDACS cell-attachment
attempt for both, the AS and GS certificate. With that, the
GS requests the update status of AS and GS certificate from
a CDS via a secure ground connection every time, an AS
attempts to join an LDACS cell. Finally, the validity proof
of the GS certificate must also be part of the LDACS cell-
attachment procedure depicted in Figures 2 and 3. As men-
tioned in Section III-B, practical deployment of an LDACS
PKI is challenging since it has to reflect the geopolitical
realities of aviation. These are, that few states, with limited
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TABLE IV: Content of LDACS GS certificates

Field Value
Version Positive integer
Serial Number Positive integer generated by issuing CA
Issuer
Signature
Algorithm

SL 1 pre-q: ECDSA, SHA-256 [50]
SL 2 pre-q: ECDSA, SHA-384 [50]
SL 1 post-q: Falcon512 [51]
SL 2 post-q: Falcon1024 [51]

Issuer
Signature
Value

Bit string calculated by Issuing CA on ASN.1 DER-
encoded tbsCertificate [30]

Issuer
Distinguished
Name

ID = <UA>
C = <COUNTRY>
O = <PKI Operating Organization>
CN = <PKI Operating Organization>

Validity Period notBefore: set by Issuing CA, time of certificate
creation
notAfter: set by Issuing CA, notBefore + 1 year

Subject
Distinguished
Name

ID = <UA>
C = <COUNTRY>
O = <PKI Operating Organization>
CN = <GS Operating Organization>

Subject
Public Key
Information

SL 1 pre-q:
algorithmIdentifier: ID-EC256PublicKey
parameter: P-256/brainpoolP256r1 [50], [52]

SL 2 pre-q:
algorithmIdentifier: ID-EC384PublicKey
parameter: P-384/brainpoolP384r1 [50], [52]

SL 1 post-q:
algorithmIdentifier: ID-Falcon512PublicKey [51]

SL 2 post-q:
algorithmIdentifier: ID-Falcon1024PublicKey [51]

Issuer’s
Signature

SL 1 pre-q: ECDSA, SHA-256 [50]
SL 2 pre-q: ECDSA, SHA-384 [50]
SL 1 post-q: Falcon512 [51]
SL 2 post-q: Falcon1024 [51]

TABLE V: LDACS CCLDACS Security Algorithms

Feature Implementation
GKM SL 1-2 pre-q/post-q:

One-way Function Tree (OFT) [53] or GKM [54]
Key
Encapsulation

SL 1 pre-q/post-q: AES-128-CCM [55]
SL 2 pre-q/post-q: AES-256-CCM [55]

CCCH data
protection

SL 1 pre-q/post-q:
96 bit tag, 128 bit key, AES-128-CMAC [56]

SL 2 pre-q/post-q:
128 bit tag, 256 bit key, AES-256-CMAC [56]

DCCH data
protection

SL 1 pre-q/post-q:
64 bit tag, 128 bit key, AES-128-CMAC [56]

SL 2 pre-q/post-q:
64 bit tag, 256 bit key, AES-256-CMAC [56]

Key Derivation SL 1-2 pre-q/post-q:
HMAC Key Derivation Function (HKDF) [57]

trust towards each other, have the technical capabilities of
securing critical infrastructure, while ICAO tries to enable
access to safe and reliable air transport to every country
worldwide, true to its motto ”No Country Left Behind” [20].
As such, trust and technical capabilities are limiting factors in
a successful deployment of the PKI. Because of these reasons
we recommend a gradual implementation approach via the
cross-signing PKI strategy, hence one country setting up the
PKI and all countries’ root CAs cross-signing to each other.
As such, countries with the technical capabilities would benefit
from a secure data transport as of today, while other countries
can gradually set up their respective PKIs and join the global
network via CA cross-signing.

TABLE VI: LDACS EPLDACS Security Algorithms

Feature Implementation
Signature SL 1 pre-q:

ECDSA, SHA-256, P-256/brainpoolP256r1 [50], [52]
SL 2 pre-q:

ECDSA, SHA-384, P-384/brainpoolP384r1 [50], [52]
SL 1 post-q: Falcon512 [51]
SL 2 post-q: Falcon1024 [51]

Key Estab-
lishment

SL 1 pre-q:
ECDH, P-256/brainpoolP256r1 [50], [52]

SL 2 pre-q:
ECDH, P-384/brainpoolP384r1 [50], [52]

SL 1 post-q: SIKEp434 c [46]
SL 2 post-q: SIKEp751 c [46]

Key
Derivation

SL 1-2 pre-q/post-q: HKDF [57]

MAC (only) SL 1 pre-q/post-q:
128 bit tag, 128 bit key, AES-128-CMAC [56]

SL 2 pre-q/post-q:
128 bit tag, 256 bit key, AES-256-CMAC [56]

Please note: Choice of MAC (only) or AEAD are mutually exclusive.
AEAD SL 1 pre-q/post-q:

128 bit tag, 128 bit key, AES-128-CCM [55]
SL 2 pre-q/post-q:

128 bit tag, 256 bit key, AES-256-CCM [55]

B. Cipher Suites

Overall, four SLs are defined, two pre- and two post-
quantum, with the possibility to add additional ones in the
future. The SL are called LDACS SL 1-2 pre-quantum (pre-
q) and LDACS SL 1-2 post-quantum (post-q), reflecting the
pre- and post-quantum choice of algorithms and key lengths
of a 128 bit key at pre- and post-quantum SL 1 and 256 bit
key at pre- and post-quantum SL 2. LDACS supports two
kinds of algorithm lists: The first EPLDACS represents choices
regarding MAKE and either user data integrity and authenticity
protection only, or user data AEAD protection. The second,
CCLDACS, represents choices for GKM protocols and MAC
generation for control data protection. Please note, details of
LDACS control channel protection are out of scope for this
work and the CCLDACS is discussed here.

AEAD or MACs only are applied onto LDACS user-data
sub-network packet-data units [11], [17], which are 128 Byte
to 1536 Byte long [17] and may therefore limit the choice
of cryptographic algorithms. The AES-CMAC [56] algorithm
is proposed for integrity and authenticity only protection of
LDACS user messages, as truncation of the output MAC is
explicitly allowed by RFC 4493 [56] and exact security bounds
have been evaluated for that scheme [58]. As AEAD scheme,
AES-CCM [55] is proposed, due to its simple implementation
and non-reliance on initialization vectors. Both schemes, AES-
CMAC and AES-CCM, have also the advantage to resist the
possible threat of quantum computers [14]. Hence, only key
establishment and signature algorithms for LDACS SL 1-
2 post-q have to be updated to post-quantum cryptography
[14]. To save bandwidth, the use of efficient Elliptic Curve
Cryptography (ECC) based signature schemes (here: ECDSA)
for SLs 1-2 pre-q with P-256/brainpoolP256r1 at SL 1 and
P-384/brainpoolP384r1 curves at SL 2 are specified.

SL 1 post-q and above requires quantum-resistant schemes.
Since current “National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) round-4” and “PQC Selected Algorithms 2022” sig-
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CDS/OCSP Server Ground Station (GS) Aircraft Station (AS)
Certificate Management/ Address: SACGS Address: UAAS

Certificate Revocation via OCSP Certificates: CertGS , CertAS , CertCA Certificates: CertAS , CertCA, (CertGS)

Keys: PrivKeyGS Keys: PrivKeyAS

Step 1 :
Check CertGS , CertAS

validity regularly

Step 2 : CDS fetch CertGS , CertsAS

Validity check by OCSP responses:
OCSPCertAS

, OCSPCertGS

Step 3 : OCSPCertAS , OCSPCertGS

Step 4 : sn := CertGS serial number

Step 5 :
BCCH: SIB

UAGS , SACGS , sn

Step 6 : Store SACGS

Check storage of CertGS via sn
if at AS: set scgs to ”1”else ”0”

Step 7 :
RACH: CellEntryRequest

UAAS , SACGS , scgs

Step 8 : Store UAAS ; Prepare SACAS

Verify CertAS via OCSPCertAS

Prepare cipher-suites EP/CCLDACS

Step 9 :
CCCH: CellEntryResponse

SACAS , EPLDACS, CCLDACS

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .DCH open. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fig. 2: 4-pass LDACS cell-attachment procedure (1/2)

nature and key establishment schemes are considered secure
to date 3 4, only the LDACS evaluation criteria of network,
computational and storage overhead are considered for the
algorithm choice here. Following the argumentation of Ew-
ert et al. [42], the network security data overhead is the
most important selection criteria. Hence, the isogeny based
Key Encapsulation Mechanism (KEM) SIKE, and the post-
quantum signature scheme Falcon, with corresponding public
parameters, are used for this purpose, as they have the smallest
ciphertext and public key size of all current KEMs and smallest
signature and public key size of all current post-quantum
signature schemes.

At SL 1 post-q, Falcon512 is used, as its 666 Byte signature5

is almost four times smaller as the other final-round candidate
Dilithium with 2420 Byte6. Also public key sizes of Fal-
con512, with 897 Byte, are considerably smaller than the only
other post-quantum candidate Rainbow-I, that offers a smaller
signature size of 528 Byte but at the cost of a much larger
public key size of 157.8 kB [59]. At SL 2 post-q Falcon1024
is used. Finally, the KEM SIKE, respectively SIKEp434 c
at level SL 1 post-q and SIKEp751 c at SL 2 post-q are
chosen as post-quantum key establishment algorithms because
of their relatively small public key sizes of 197 Byte and
315 Byte respectively [46]. All proposed security algorithms
in EPLDACS and CCLDACS are listed in Tables VI and V.

Following the notations of TLS 1.3 [48], the choice of
LDACS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CCM_SHA256
_P256 denotes the algorithmic choice for LDACS SL 1

3https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/post-quantum-cryptography/
round-4-submissions, accessed 07/06/2022

4https://csrc.nist.gov/Projects/post-quantum-cryptography/
selected-algorithms-2022,accessed07/06/2022

5https://falcon-sign.info/, accessed 10/17/2021
6https://pq-crystals.org/dilithium/index.shtml, accessed 10/21/2021

pre-q with AEAD in place.

C. The LDACS Cell-Attachment Procedure

With cipher suite options for LDACS being defined, the
LDACS cell-attachment procedure is formulated and depicted
in Figure 2 and 3. Please note, the MAKE procedure is
entirely performed in the DCH, as LDACS control channels
are small and fixed in size. The LDACS DCH is flexible
in size, as briefly described in Section II, supports changes
in the underlying cryptography and transports much more
data. Please also note, that for all security related data,
the highest priority of LDACS messages is foreseen. This
allows timely delivery of security related messages, even in
a full LDACS cell, with a high data load, as the scheduler
prioritizes these above all other messages, except emergency
calls. Furthermore, this concept implies a limitation of security
related messages per participant, to counter the risk of starving
out lower prioritized data traffic, as already mentioned in
[13]. Hence, the cell-attachment can be retried three times
only, before that participant is locked out by the GS for a
predefined time. After that timer has run out, cell-attachment
can be retried with that participant again. Basic entities of
communication are the CDS together with OCSP server, the
GS and the AS. Moreover, the protocol supports both, pre-
quantum ECDH key establishment and post-quantum SIKE
key encapsulation, interchangeably. If X is an ephemeral secret
key, then P ← ENCAPS(X) is the ephemeral public key.
On the other hand, Z ← DECAPS(P′, X) is a shared secret
computed from public key P′ and a secret X. ENCK denotes
the encryption under key K. In the following the resulting
steps, referring to the numbering used in Figure 2 and 3, are
briefly described:
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Steps 1-3: The GS checks the validity of locally stored
certificates CertGS and CertAS regularly with the CDS and
via OCSP.

Steps 4-9: In the BCCH, the GS announces its existence
with the system identification broadcast message, including
its unique identifier UAGS , local address, the Sub-net Access
Code (SAC) (SACGS), and its current certificate serial number
sn. The approaching AS receives this beacon, stores the GS
identifiers and checks whether the GS certificate is stored
locally or not. The scgs = StatusCertGS

flag is set to ”1” else
to ”0”, respectively. The AS replies in the RACH revealing its
identifier UAAS . The GS checks whether the AS certificate
is stored locally and valid and assigns the LDACS specific
address SACAS to the AS. The SACAS , all supported cipher-
suites for MAKE and user-data protection in EPLDACS and
the GS choice of control channel protection algorithms in
CCLDACS is sent to the AS. With that, the cell entry procedure
of LDACS is done and the MAKE protocol (detailed in step
10-19) begins via the opened DCH channel.

Steps 10-11: The AS chooses algorithms from the provided
options and stores that choice in the algo parameter. It also
stores the received address SACAS , and the CCLDACS cipher-
suite. Depending on the selected algorithms, a private key XAS

is chosen, the public key PAS (either a public DHKE key or
the public key of the KEM) is computed, and a nonce NAS

generated. The public parameters are sent to the GS in the first
MAKE message.

Steps 12-13: The GS stores NAS and PAS , generates its
nonce NGS , chooses its own private key XGS , calculates PGS

(either a public DHKE key or a chosen secret wrapped in PAS

representing the ciphertext of the KEM) and responds with the
CertGS (if requested by the AS within scgs), NGS , PGS and
its CertGS OCSP validity proof. Then it calculates the shared
ephemeral secret Z (either via its own private DH key and the
public DH key from the AS or by using its generated secret
for the KEM, together with the NAS as input for the agreed
hash-function H), from which it derives three keys via the set
KDF with Z, NAS , NGS as input: (1) the session key KAS,GS ,
(2) the MAC protocol key KM and (3) the encryption protocol
key KE , of which (2,3) are only used in the MAKE phase.

Steps 14-15: The AS verifies the validity of the CertGS .
It further calculates the shared secret Z (either via its own
private DH key and the public DH key from the GS or by
using its generated secret for the KEM, together with the
NAS as input for the agreed hash-function H), from which
it also derives three keys via the set KDF with Z, NAS , NGS

as input: (1) the session key KAS,GS , (2) the MAC key
KM and (3) the encryption key KE , of which (2,3) are only
used in the MAKE phase. Using KM and the keyed-MAC
function agreed upon via EPLDACS and algo, a MAC mAS

over all identifiers is calculated and signed together with algo,
tAS , NAS , NGS within the signature σAS . Please note: the
MAC mAS is necessary in the signature for identity binding
purposes. Finally σAS is encrypted with KE and sent to the
GS. Please note: the AS uses the algorithms from algo. In case
no confidentiality option was negotiated and the MAC part in

EPLDACS does not contain an encryption option (i.e., AES-
CMAC), then AES-128-CCM is used as minimum default.

Steps 16-18: Now the message ENCKE
(σAS) is decrypted,

mAS generated, and the signature σAS verified. Upon success,
the AS is authentic and the GS builds a MAC of its own
with using the identifiers in the order GS, then AS, mGS ,
and builds its signature σGS with EPLDACS, CCLDACS, PGS ,
PAS , NGS , NAS and mGS . Please note: the MAC mGS

is necessary in the signature for identity binding purposes.
Finally σGS is encrypted with KE and sent to the AS.

Step 19: The AS decrypts ENCKE
(σGS), builds mGS

and verifies σGS . Upon success, the GS is authentic, both
share the session key KAS,GS and have already reached key
confirmation via having successfully used KM and KE .

VI. EVALUATION

TABLE VII: Tamarin verification results

Lemma Scope Result Steps
Executable (AS has Cert) Exists-trace 4Verified 38
Executable (AS needs Cert) Exists-trace 4Verified 37
Mutual Authentication All-traces 4Verified 92
Secure Key Establishment All-traces 4Verified 1042
Perfect Forward Secrecy All-traces 4Verified 104

The evaluation of the proposed cell-attachment procedure of
LDACS is performed in two ways here: first a formal, sym-
bolic proof is conducted via the symbolic model checking tool
Tamarin [60], to demonstrate the fulfillment of the envisioned
security properties. In a second step, the security additions are
simulated within the LDACS simulation via the Framework
for Aeronautical Communications and Traffic Simulations 2
(FACTS2) framework [61] and relevant metrics such as added
latency and security data overhead measured.

A. Symbolic Model

The details of the symbolic model of the LDACS cell
attachment procedure are discussed in [16]. Only the relevant
results are therefore repeated here.

The Tamarin prover version 1.6.0 was used in automatic
mode to prove the five lemmata presented in [16]. The
verification took 2 m 10 s on a Ubuntu 18.04 Laptop with
an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8650U CPU and 16GB of RAM. All
five lemmata could be verified without interaction, as depicted
in Table VII.

The source code of the Tamarin model is available for
download at GitHub7. The ”scope” column states which type
of proof has been done: ’exists-trace’-proofs verify, that the
given property or lemma holds at least for one trace of
the protocol; ’all-traces’-proofs respectively verify that the
property holds for all traces. The last column displays the
number of verification steps that were executed by Tamarin to
verify the lemma. As all lemmata have been proven to hold,
all required security controls of the LDACS cell-attachment
procedure also hold in the symbolic model.

7https://github.com/kr4ck-com/LDACSCellAttProof, accessed 06/04/2022
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Ground Station (GS) Aircraft Station (AS)
Address: UAGS , SACGS Address: UAAS , SACAS

Certificates: CertGS , CertAS , CertCA Certificates: CertAS , CertCA, (CertGS)

Keys: PrivKeyGS Keys: PrivKeyAS

Cipher-Suites: EP/CCLDACS Cipher-Suites: EP/CCLDACS
CertGS request: scgs

Step 10 : Choose DHKE, AEAD algorithms from EPLDACS

Store choice in algo, Store CCLDACS, Generate NAS

if DH Key Agreement
PAS , XAS ← DHTOKEN()

elseif KEM
(pkAS , skAS)← KEYGEN()

PAS := pkAS

Step 11 : algo, NAS , PAS

Step 12 : Store NAS , PAS , Generate NGS

if DH Key Agreement
PGS , XGS ← DHTOKEN()

Z ← DHSHAREDSECRET(PAS , XGS)

elseif KEM
PGS , X ← ENCAPS(PAS)

Z ←H(NAS , X)

KAS,GS ,KM ,KE ← KDF (z,NAS , NGS)

Attach OCSPCertGS
, if scgs: attach CertGS

Step 13 :
(CertGS)

NGS , PGS , OCSPCertGS

Step 14 : Verify validity CertGS , if correct, proceed:
if DH Key Agreement

Z ← DHSHAREDKEY(PGS , XAS)

elseif KEM
X ← DECAPS(PGS , skAS)

Z ←H(NAS , X)

KAS,GS ,KM ,KE ← KDF (z,NAS , NGS)

Compute MAC mAS ←
MACKM

(UAAS , SACAS ,UAGS , SACGS)

Compute σAS ←
SIGAS(algo, PAS , PGS , NAS , NGS ,mAS)

Step 15 : ENCKE (σAS)

Step 16 : Decrypt ENCKE
(σAS) with KE

Compute MAC mAS ←
MACKM

(UAAS , SACAS ,UAGS , SACGS)

Verify σAS with algo, PAS , PGS , NAS , NGS ,mAS

if correct, proceed:

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . AS authenticated to GS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Step 17 : Compute MAC mGS ←
MACKM

(UAGS , SACGS ,UAAS , SACAS)

Compute σGS ← SIGGS(

EPLDACS, CCLDACS, PGS , PAS , NGS , NAS ,mGS)

Step 18 : ENCKE (σGS)

Step 19 : Decrypt ENCKE
(σGS) with KE

Calculate MAC mGS ←
MACKM

(UAGS , SACGS ,UAAS , SACAS)

Verify σGS with
EPLDACS, CCLDACS, PGS , PAS , NGS , NAS ,mGS

If correct, proceed:

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GS authenticated to AS → AS-GS mutually authenticated and sharing secret session key KAS,GS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fig. 3: 4-pass LDACS cell-attachment procedure (2/2)
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TABLE VIII: Sizes for cryptographic additions in the LDACS cell attachment procedure, B is Bytes, b is bit

SL Symbols
OCSPCertAS

sn scgs NGS EP- CC- algo PAS PGS CertGS σAS/σGS

OCSPCertGS
NAS LDACS LDACS

1 pre-q 174 b 256 b 1 b 96 b 192 b 8 b 16 b 257 b 257 b 348 B 512 b
2 pre-q 206 B 256 b 1 b 128 b 192 b 8 b 16 b 385 b 385 b 396 B 768 b
1 post-q 776 B 256 b 1 b 128 b 192 b 8 b 16 b 197 B 236 B 1814 B 666 B
2 post-q 1390 B 256 b 1 b 256 b 192 b 8 b 16 b 335 B 410 B 3324 B 1280 B

B. Computer Simulation

FACTS2 is a simulation framework based on service-
oriented software architecture [61]. It allows for rapid proto-
typing of aeronautical communications systems via powerful
tools, allowing for the simulation of real air traffic and air
traffic data patterns, as well as the simulation of the data links
responsible transmitting that data. LDACS emulations [62],
as well as actual LDACS flight trials in 2019 [5] confirmed
the correctness and precision of the LDACS implementation
within FACTS2.

One system requirement for the LDACS security design
is set by RTCA DO-350A. It defines a limit for the cell-
attachment time of 10s for Required Communications Perfor-
mance (RCP) 130/A1 messages [63]. Cell-attachment latency
and security data overhead at different LDACS Bit Error Rates
(BERs) and CMSs are therefore key performance indicators
for the evaluation.

For the implementation of the proposed cell-attachment
mechanism into the FACTS2 implementation of LDACS, first
the sizes of cryptographic primitives have to be defined. Table
VIII depicts all necessary additions for the cell-attachment
procedure during the cell-entry. The rationale for these sizes is
as follows: (a) signatures sizes are assumed without encoding
overhead (i.e., the signature of ECDSA-SHA-256 on P-256
is represented as two coordinates on the P-256 curve, hence
512 bit), (b) a minimum OCSP response has 110 Byte without
the corresponding signature [49], (c) the serial number sn of
an LDACS certificate, (d) the existence of the CertGS at the
AS (scgs) is indicated via 1 bit, (e) EPLDACS is encoded
within two bytes and with currently 12 different cipher suites
that is 192 bit, (f) the GS chooses the CCLDACS, encodes its
decision in one byte and tells the AS, which algorithm to use,
(g, h) the public DHKE keys of AS and GS have the same
size of compressed public elliptic-curve keys [64], while for
SIKE, PAS actually represents the public SIKE key and PGS

the ciphertext in which the shared secret in encapsulated into,
(i) a X.509 v03 tbsCertificate without signature and
public key is of minimum length 251 Byte [30], hence the sizes
result when adding these two values of the corresponding SL,
(j) signatures sizes are assumed without encoding overhead.

a) Establishing a baseline:
To start out with a baseline, hence to find out the minimum
communications latency times for the LDACS cell-attachment
procedure, an LDACS implementation without security addi-
tion was chosen and the total data transported and the latency
of the cell-entry procedure measured. For that experiment,
the following parameters were chosen, to simulate an optimal
environment: (1) The highest LDACS CMS of 8, (2) a BER
of 0, (3) one AS entering an otherwise empty LDACS cell,

(4) no data traffic within the cell. This resulted in a total
amount of exchanged data of 206 bit and took a total of
273 ms. Performing the same experiment, hence the cell-entry
procedure with security additions, resulted in a data overhead
of (SL 1 pre-q) 758 bit, (SL 2 pre-q, SL 1 post-q) 790 bit,
(SL 2 post-q) 918 bit and the same latency of 273 ms for all
SLs.

The next question is to find out a baseline for the total
cell-attachment latency and security data overhead introduced
by each SL of MAKE, with and without the CertGS stored
at AS. The latency and security data overhead values for the
LDACS cell-attachment procedure, simulated with one AS in
an otherwise empty LDACS cell, with and without CertGS

stored at AS, are given in Table IX.

TABLE IX: Latency and security data overhead

SL CertGS at AS CertGS not at AS
latency data latency data

1 pre-q 811 ms 3,594 bit 811 ms 6,378 bit
2 pre-q 811 ms 4,682 bit 811 ms 7,850 bit
1 post-q 811 ms 21,056 bit 811 ms 35,568 bit
2 post-q 811 ms 38,544 bit 811 ms 65,136 bit

As seen in Table IX, the baseline latency remains the same
for every configuration resulting in a total latency of 811ms.
At a BER of 0, no retransmissions occur and at all SLs, the
exchanged security data fits into the scheduled LDACS user-
data sub-network packet data units.

Hence, different BER and CMS, representing the scenario
of the radio channel quality getting worse, and how that affects
the LDACS cell attachment procedure, have to be explored to
get a more realistic picture.
b) Changing BER and LDACS CMS:

As a next step, BER, CMS, scgs, as well as SLs were
set as follows: BER ∈ {0.0, 10−6, 10−5}, reflecting the best
case of zero bit errors on the data link, the expected working
point and the worst case scenario for LDACS operations [17],
CMS ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, reflecting all supported CMS
schemes of LDACS from most-robust to most data-efficient
data transmission options, scgs ∈ {0, 1} reflecting the option
for the CertGS to be locally stored at the AS and SL ∈
{1 (pre-q/post-q), 2 (pre-q/post-q)} representing the four SLs.
Overall this resulted in 192 different simulation scenarios.

At BER = 0 and for all CMS, the latency for SL 1 pre-
q and SL 2 pre-q, with and without CertGS stored at the
AS, remains always at 811ms. The same applies for alle CM
for SL 1 post-q, and SL 2 post-q with CertGS not being
transmitted during cell-attachment. However, with the CertGS

being transmitted during the cell-attachment, latency increases
slightly to 869ms for SL 1 post-q@CMS = 1 and for SL
2 post-q@CMS ∈ {4, 5} and even more for SL 2 post-q
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Fig. 4: Comparison of cell-attachment latencies against the design goal of LDACS (BER = 10−6) and the worst case
(BER = 10−5) for LDACS.

@CMS ∈ {1, 2, 3}, to 928ms. Otherwise, the CMS has little
impact on the overall latency for BER = 0.

For BER ∈ {10−6, 10−5}, the simulation was repeated 100
times per scenario to receive reliable results. While results
from BER = 10−6 were close to the ones at BER = 0, the
three most important findings should be mentioned here: (1)
The actual SL does not impact latencies and data overhead
much, hence all SLs can be recommended for the LDACS use
case; (2) Latencies for all SLs remained below 994ms in the
95-percentile with the maximum latency being at 1110ms for
SL 2 post-q with no CertGS at the AS @CMS ∈ {3, 5};
(3) Data overhead remained at a maximum of 6,322 bit at
SL1, 7,794 bit at SL2, 35,512 bit at SL 1 post-q, and at SL 2
post-q the 95-percentile remained below 65,081 bit with the
maximum being at 136,760 bit. These results and findings are
also explicitly shown in Figure 4a. Here the box represents the
interquartile range (IQR) between qartile 1 (Q1) and quartile
3 (Q3), with the middle line being the median. The upper
horizontal line represents the inclusion of all values below
Q3 + 1.5 × IQR, while single dots represent outliers with
a value larger than Q3 + 1.5 × IQR. The most important
result here is, even the maximum latency measured at the worst
case BER, remains at 1710 ms, hence five times below the
requirements set by RTCA DO-350A of 10s [63].

At BER = 10−5, the overall cell-attachment latency and
data overhead increases due to necessary retransmissions.
This is depicted in Figure 4b with the same legends for
the boxes as mentioned before fore Figure 4a. Here, For
pre-quantum security the amount of transmitted data remains
at BER = 10−6 level and the 95-percentile latencies below
929 ms, with the maximum detected latency values being
at 993 ms. At SL 1 post-q, the amount of transmitted data
remains at BER = 10−6 level and the 95-percentile latencies
increase, but remain below 1111 ms, with maximum value
at 1350 ms. At SL 2 post-q, retransmissions of security
related data occur, due to the large key and signature sizes.
Hence the 95-percentile of transmitted data remains below
89,690 b, with the maximum amount being at 310,840 b.
The 95-percentile latency remains below 1351ms with the

maximum latency being at 1710 ms.

Overall, these findings clearly demonstrate the viability of
the 4-pass cell-attachment procedure for LDACS, as it always
remains far below the required 10 s threshold imposed by
RTCA DO-350A [63].

VII. DISCUSSIONS

As demonstrated by the evaluations via Tamarin in Sec-
tion VI-A, the proposed 4-pass cell-attachment procedure ful-
fills the LDACS requirements and the evaluations via FACTS2
in Section VI-B reveal the procedure also to match the timing
requirements imposed by regulatory documents.

However, certificate distribution, as well as current consid-
erations at ICAO, pose some room for optimizations. First,
with ICAO currently being in the process of designing the
ATN/IPS, current updates on the ATN/IPS certificates could
be applied to LDACS as well: the changes especially affect
the lifetime of ground certificates, as these are foreseen to
be assigned a lifetime of just one day [65]. The reasoning
is, that ground infrastructure has large bandwidth available
and the daily update of certificates is most likely cheaper
than maintaining a CRL or OCSP infrastructure for ground
certificates. For LDACS the change in CertGS lifetime from
one year to one day validity would have the advantage of
an overall lower management effort, however coming at the
potential cost of increasing the necessary amount of security
data on the LDACS datalink [66]. Independent of the final
decision on ground certificate lifetimes, an OCSP or CRL
service is still necessary for the assurance of validity of the
AS certificate, as their lifetime will remain at three years.
Hence, the CDS and OCSP services should be separated,
e.g., provided by different companies.

Another important finding, concerning certificate lifetime,
is, that the lifetime of all CertAS /CertGS should never start
and end at the same time, as this would mean a high load
at once, e.g, when the majority of AS certificate need to be
renewed. For a better load distribution, the issuing time of
certificates should differ in time such that new certificates have
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to be issued at different points of time. This is especially true,
in case the ground certificates actually receive a short, one day
lifetime.

A system is always designed for the expected working case,
in the case of LDACS for an expected BER of 10−6. At
this level of BER, the evaluations of Section VI-B have
demonstrated, that a pre-stored CertGS at the AS does not
reduce authentication and key establishment latencies by much
for SL 1-2 pre-q and SL 1 post-q. Only at SL 2 post-q,
with large post-quantum signatures and public key sizes, the
difference in latency between pre-stored and not pre-stored
CertGS was about 300 ms. This is a clear indication that the
possible short CertGS lifetime would be viable. Further, with
the design of always sending the CertGS , this also means that
the OCSP response for the ground certificate can be omitted,
hence saving even more security data overhead and possibly
latency.

Lastly, only in the worst case of BER = 10−5, the
inclusion of CertGS at every cell-attachment procedure has
a much bigger impact. As seen in Section VI-B, at SL 1 post-
q, the latency difference is about 200ms and at SL 2 post-
q reaches even 800ms. However, as the expected working
point of LDACS is set at BER = 10−6, that is a design
decision that has to be weight against each other depending
on the choice of the infrastructure and environment, where
LDACS is deployed. If LDACS is deployed within Europe
with a tight network of ground stations, then the expected
BER will hardly ever be below 10−6. However, if LDACS
will further be deployed, e.g., in the northern part of Canada
with a vast area to cover with fewer GS, then the expected
BER could be lower than 10−6 and then pre-installed CertGS

with longer lifetimes could become interesting. However, for
now, as LDACS is foreseen to be deployed in Europe first
with a high amount of GS (i.e., 84 GS over Europe [67]),
the former choice of shorter CertGS could save latency and
security data overhead in the long run.

Overall, the results presented in this work will be taken as
input for the standardization efforts of the LDACS cybersecu-
rity architecture at ICAO and within the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) [18].

VIII. CONCLUSION

Throughout this work, a full LDACS cell-attachment proce-
dure, together with AS, GS certificates, possible cipher suites
with pre- and post-quantum cryptographic choices, and options
for certificate revocations and validity checks was presented.
The cell-attachment procedure was carefully designed to work
correctly and fulfill the necessary security properties under
pre- and post-quantum cryptographic primitives. Looking at
two aeronautical communications systems, namely AMS and
AeroMACS, and LTE, pros- and cons of their relative se-
curity design were discussed. This resulted in identifying
key establishment with fresh input parameters from both
sides, multiple cipher suites and regular validity checks for
certificates as design goals for the LDACS cell-attachment
procedure. As LDACS will have its own dedicated PKI, the
content of end-entity AS and GS certificates, together with

pre- (ECDSA) and post-quantum (Falcon) signature options
was discussed. Then, cipher suite options for user-data AEAD,
MAKE algorithms and control-data protection algorithms were
listed. Finally the entire LDACS cell-attachment procedure
was introduced, spanning the original LDACS cell entry
procedure, extending it with a 4-pass MAKE protocol. The
design of that procedure was formally verified with Tamarin,
passing all tests Mutual Authentication, Secure Key Establish-
ment and Perfect Forward Secrecy. Simulations in FACTS2
proved that the cell-attachment procedure under all four SLs
fulfills the 10s connection establishment threshold imposed by
RTCA DO-350A. Future work pursues different aspects on
LDACS security: (1) finalizing LDACS control channel pro-
tection (2) establishing clear guidelines on algorithmic choices
in the LDACS cipher-suites, including when and how to up-
grade to post-quantum security levels, (3) specifying a secure
LDACS ground cell-handover procedure and (4) integrating
the LDACS security architecture into the overall ATN/IPS
security-in-depth approach.

APPENDIX

ACARS Aircraft Communications Addressing and
Reporting System

AC-R Access-Router
AEAD Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data
AeroMACS Aeronautical Mobile Airport Communications

System
AMS ACARS Message Security
AOC Aeronautical Operational Control
AS Aircraft Station
ATC Air Traffic Control
ATN Aeronautical Telecommunications Network
ATM Air Traffic Management
ATS Air Traffic Services
BCCH Broadcast Channel
BER Bit Error Rate
CA Certificate Authority
CCCH Common Control Channel
CDS Certificate Distribution Center
CMAC Cipher-based MAC
CMS Coding and Modulation Scheme
CPDLC Controller–Pilot Data Link Communications
CRL Certificate Revocation List
DCCH Dedicated Control Channel
DCH Data Channel
DHKE Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange
EAP Extensible Authentication Protocol
ECDH Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman
ECDSA Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm
FACTS2 Framework for Aeronautical Communications

and Traffic Simulations 2
FL Forward Link
GKM Group Key Management
GS Ground Station
GSC Ground Station Controller
HF High Frequency
HKDF HMAC Key Derivation Function
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HMAC Hash-based Message Authentication Code
ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization
IPS IP-Protocol Suite
KDF Key Derivation Function
KEK Key Encryption Key
KEM Key Encapsulation Mechanism
LDACS L-band Digital Aeronautical Communications

System
MAC Message Authentication Code
MAKE Mutual Authentication and Key Establishment
OCSP Online Certificate Status Protocol
PAK Primary Authorization Key
PKI Public Key Infrastructure
RACH Random Access Channel
RL Reverse Link
SA Security Association
SDN Software Defined Network
SIKE Supersingular Isogeny Key Encapsulation
SL Security Level
TEK Traffic Encryption Key
UE User Equipment
VHF Very High Frequency
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